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A central limit theorem is proved for a class of V-statistics whose kernel depends 
on the sample size and for which the projection method may fail, since several 
terms in the Hoeffding decomposition contribute to the limiting variance. As an 
application we derive the asymptotic normality of the number of Poisson /c-clusters 
in a cube of increasing size in Rd. We also extend earlier results of Jammalamadaka 
and Janson to genera1 kernels and to general orders k z 2 of the kernel. ((‘, 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a sequence of real-valued symmetric functions fn in k variables, 
k 2 2, consider the U-statistic S,, = C { fn(Xi,, Xj2, . . . . X,) - ,un}, where 
P, = Efn(XI 3 x2 5 *.., X,) and the summation is over all ordered k-tuples 
l<i,<i,< ... <i,<n. Here X,, A’,, . . . is a sequence of i.i.d. observations. 
To indicate the type off, of special interest in this article let us consider 
the case k = 2, and let Xi’s have values in R’. Let cp be a real-valued 
measurable function on Rd such that q(x) = cp( -x). Define fn(x,, x2) = 
cp((xr -x2)/y,), where rn is a sequence of positive numbers converging 
to zero. We seek conditions under which S, is asymptotically normal. 
Theorem 2.1(a) says that if rp E 15’ n L4, [ cp # 0, the common density p of 
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X;s belong to Ls, p is not constant, and n2rt + co, then S,/fJ, + N(0, l), 
the standard normal law, where tIi = var S,. The case of constant p (i.e., 
uniform Xi) has to be treated separately. For this case Theorem 2.1(b) 
asserts asymptotic normality if cp E L’ n L4, cp f 0, n’rf -+ co, and m-id -+ 0. 
Theorem 3.1 extends these to the case k > 2. The proof is based on showing 
that the different components in the Hoeffding decomposition of S, are 
jointly normal. A set of sufficient conditions for the latter is given in 
Theorem 1.3. Since none of the components in the decomposition of S, 
may be dominant, Hoeffding’s classical proof by the method of projection 
(Hoeffding [ 51, Serfling [8, pp. 19222071) fails. Theorem 1.3 and 
Corollary 1.4 are particularly suitable for this problem. However, much 
effort is needed in verifying that their underlying assumptions hold for the 
U-statistic S, of the type considered above. As one of the main applications 
of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we derive the asymptotic normality of the number 
of k-clusters within a large cube for a homogeneous Poisson random field 
in Rd. By a k-cluster we mean a set of k points of the Poisson random field 
within a unit distance of each other. 
The main reference for our work is an article by Jammalamadaka and 
Janson [6], who considered the case k = 2 and made an application to 
interpoint distances, i.e., they treated the case q(x) = 1 I,1, Q r). The present 
work arose partly in an effort to extend their results to more general cp and 
to k > 2. Although a number of significant ideas from their article are used 
here, we do not use the method of moments and graph theoretical 
arguments, since these are not applicable under the present assumptions on 
cp and would be far more complicated for general k even in the case of 
‘p(x)=l{,.x,.,}. 
Some analogs of Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.1 may be found in Weber 
[lo]. A version of Corollary 1.4 was derived under somewhat stronger 
assumptions by Hall [4], who applied it to prove the asymptotic normality 
of the integrated squared error s (f,(x) -f(x))‘dx of the Rosenblatt- 
Parzen density estimator fn of a densityf: An alternative proof of 
Theorem 1.1 may be based on Theorem 1 of DeJong [a]. 
Recently, Jammalamadaka and Zhou [7] have made interesting 
applications of Theorem 2.1 in [6] (our Corollary 1.5) to the problem 
of testing that the mean of a truncated bivariate normal is zero, against 
contiguous alternatives. 
1. A CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR A CLASS OF U-STATISTICS 
Let X,, (n 2 1) be an i.i.d. sequence with values in a measurable space X, 
and defined on a probability space (52,8, P). For some k > 2 we consider 
a sequence /2,(x,, x2, . . . . xk) of real valued, symmetric (under permutation 
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of coordinates), and measurable functions on Sk. Let F denote the 
common distribution of X,. 
Write Z, J, with or without subscripts, to denote subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . m} 
(k <m <n), and 111, IJI for their cardinalities. Also X, denotes the array 
xi,, xi,, ...2 xik_, if (I] = k - 1 and the elements of Z are i,, il, . . . . ik-, in 
increasing order. Define 
Yn(x,) := j h:(X,, u) F(du) - Eh;(X,, . . . . xk), 
(1.1) 
&AX,,; X,J := j 4,(X,,, u) k&, u) F(du). 
The following assumptions are made: 
(A,) Ek(x~, x2, . . . . xk-1, x,)=0 vx,, *.., xk-1; 
(A2) nkEh;(X,, . . . . Xk)+Bk<m, asn+a; 
(Ad n”“J1+2Ey,(X,) 7,(X,) -+ 0 as n +co,VZ,JsuchthatZnJ#@, 
k-l<IZuJI<2k-3; 
0-b) n1”“‘*uJ1”J2’+2E6,(XII; X,J 6,(X,,; X,) +O as n + co, VI,, 
Z2,JI,J2satisfyingZ,#Z2, J,#J2,k<~Z,uZ2uJ1uJ21<2k-2; 
(A,) nn(1~2)~11v’2”J~“J*~+1~2~E~~=,h,(X,.,~,+1)11~2~0 as n-co, 
VZ, , Z2, Z3, Z, such that each index in Uf= 1 Zi bccurs at least twice among 
II, Z,, Z3, Z4; in particular IU~=, Ii] <2k-2. 
As usual, c’s denote constants, i.e., nonrandom quatities which do not 
depend on n. 
THEOREM 1.1. Under the assumptions (A,)-(A,), 
c hn(Xi,, xizv ...? xik) 
1 < il < i2 -e -z ik < n 
converges in distribution to N(0, Bk/k!). 
Proof For each n, C I<il<i2< <ik<mhn(Xi,, -., xik), k<m<n, is a 
martingale, in view of (A,). By the martingale CLT (See, e.g., Bhattacharya 
and Waymire [l, p. SOS], or Hall and Heyde [4, pp. 58-59]), we need to 
check the following conditions: As n + co, 
(1.2) 
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for every E > 0, and 
in probability. Here E,,, denotes conditional expectation given the 
sigmalield CT { Xi, . . . . X,}. Note that the initial term h,(Xr, X2, . . . . xk) of the 
above martingale goes to zero in probability as n + co, in view of (A*). 
In order to verify (1.2) write its left side as 
i E(( c {l~lc(,.z...m)(X/,~,+l)l’~) 
m=k /c (1,2,...,m) > 
c h,(X,, X 
I 
m+ I,)“)“’ (P (17 hn(X,> Xm+ dj +))‘:’ 
(1.4) 
Now 
4 
= c ECh,(X,,, m+~)hn(X~p Xrn+~) I,,I,,I,,I,c Il.2 1...> ml 
~hn(X,p Xm+,) hn(X,~, Xm+ 111. (1.5) 
It is simple to see (by conditioning on all but a singleton) that a summand 
on the right is zero if there is an index in I, u Z, u I, u U4 which belongs 
to only one of the sets Ii, I,, Z3, Z4. 
Therefore, 
E 1 hn(X,, Xm+ I{ I 
(2k-2) A m  
= c c 
y=k-1 f(11.h.13.14): I11~12uhu14/=4) 
E[lh,(X,,,X,+,)h,(X,~,X,+,)h,(X,,,X,+,)h,(X,~,X,+,)l (1.6) 
.ECh,(X,,,X,+,)...h,(X,4, X,,,+l)l, 
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where c(k, q) is the number of ways four groups of k - 1 objects each may 
be formed from a set of q distinct objects such that each of the q objects 
is represented in at least two groups. 
Write 
e,(k, q) := max ~(~1,~2,~3.~4):111~~2u~3~~41=41 
x ECWG, 2 xm + 1 )~~~Mh‘p Jfm+,)l, (1.7) 
the maximum being taken over the c(k, q) terms corresponding to any 
given set of q indices comprising Up= r Ii. Then (1.6) may be written as 
Also, 
E c hn(X,, Xm +I )}‘=E Eh;PL Xm + 1) I I 
= Eh:(X, . . . . X,J 
<nPQk+O(l)). (1.9) 
By (1.4), (1.8), and (1.9), and using (A,), 
(1.10) 
Thus (1.2) is verified. Next, the left side of (1.3) equals 
L.S.of(l.3)= i (c jh:(X,,u)F(du)) 
m=k I 
+ i c j h,W,,, u) h,(X,, ~1 F(du). (1.11) 
m  = k I, + 12 
The expected value of the second term on the right is zero, while that of 
the first term equals 
(1.12) 
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Hence to verify (1.3) it is enough to prove that the variance of each term 
on the right side of (1.11) goes to zero; i.e., 
2 
E i &L@,) +O 
m=k I 
(1.13) 
and 
E Ii c 41(x,,;x,) (1.14) 
m  = k I, z I2 
Now letting ZC { 1, 2,) m}, .Zc { 1, 2, . . . . m’}, 
2 
E i 1 YJX,) 
m=k I 
= i c EYJX,) Y,@,) 
mm’ = k I, J 
where 
en@ 4) := -9,(X,) YntxJ) WUJI =4) 
is constant on the set ((I, J) : \ZuJI = q}. Hence, by (AX), 
(1.16) 
E 
{ 
i 1 y,(X,) 2< 2kf3 
1 
c,(k 4) n 4+2B,(k,q)+0. (1.17) 
m=k I y=k-1 
Finally, the left side of (1.14) equals 
L.S.of(l.l4)= i c J%(X,,; X,,) ~,(XJ,i XJ,), (1.18) 
m,m’=k 1,.12.5,.5> 
where I, # I,, J, # J,. Now a summand in ( 1.18) is zero unless each index 
in I, u I, u J, u J, occurs at least twice among I,, I,, J,, J,. Also, a 
summand in (1.18) vanishes if (Zr u I,) n (J, u Jz) = @. Therefore, (1.18) 
leads to 
2k - 2 
L.S. of(1.14)6 c c,(k, 4) xfiY+2E6,(X,,; X,>)d,,(XJ,; XJ,), (1.19) 
c,=k 
the second sum being over the set {(I,, I?, J,, J2): Z1 u I, u J, u J, = 
{ 1, 2, . . . . q}, II Z 12, J, # J2, (1, u I21 n (JI u J2) # aa>. 
Hence the left side of (1.14) goes to zero, by (A4). 1 
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COROLLARY 1.2. For k=2, Cl<i<j<n h,(X,, Xj) converges in distribu- 
tion to N(O,/?/2)‘$ (l)Eh,(X,,x)=O Vx, (2)n2Eh~(X,,X2)-*/3<m, 
(3) n3E(j h:W,, u) F(du)12 -, 0, (4) n4E(.f h,(X1, u) h,W2, u) F(du))’ -, 0, 
and (5) n2Ehz(X,, A’,) + 0. 
The functions h, arise in our applications from certain (uncentered) 
symmetric functions fn(xl, . . . . xk). Given such a function f, define 
pIp’ := @,(X1) . . ..X.) = /.&, 
Q(xl, ,,.) Xj) = Efn(Xl, . ..) xi, xi+ I)..., X,) (1 <j<k- l), 
p:k’(x, 9 “‘, Xk) =fn(xl, ..-1 x,1; 
cp(l’(x,) .= p(‘)(x,) - p . n . n ?Z, 
qq)(x, 3 4 := pf)(x,, x2) - pn - cp%,) - cp%,); 
cP!/‘(xl 3 ***9 Xi) := ,d”)(XI n 3 ..*P Xj)-Pn 
- 
c 
q+l’(Xi,, . ..) xi,-,)- ... 
l=zil< (.. 4$-,<j 
- c cPL2)txi,, xi*)- 1 cP!zl’(xil) 
(1 Gjdk); 
I<il<i*aj I<il<j 
*;k’(xl, . . . . xk) := qr’(x,, . ...&), 
$ (i)( n Xl, ..*, cpI;“(xl, . . . . x,) 
=(n-j)...(n-k+l)cp(j)(x, 
(k-j)! ’ 
9 . . . . xj)' l<j<k-1. 
(1.20) 
Then one has the Hoeffding decomposition 
= c 
I< ilci2-z -c i*< n 
k-l 
+c c lp(X,,, . ..) XJ . 
(1.21) 
j=l IGil< <i,4n 
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Note that, for each j, {CIGi ,<...< ilGm$F)(Xil, . . . . XG):m=j,j+l,..., n} 
is an Fm-martingale, where FM :=0(X,, . . . . X,}. Therefore, for each 
c= (c,, c2, . . . . ck)gRk, 
Iicj C lfq’(Xi,, . ..) XJ: k, k + 1, . . . . n (1.22) 
j=l 1 < ij < i* -c < i, < m  
is an Fm-martingale. Write 
Define 
(6;‘)’ := var ( C $l;“(&, 3 ..., Xi,) , 
l<il<i2< ... -zi/<n > 
e; := i (Sj;i’)‘. 
(1.23) 
j= 1 
h(.d( 
” XI, . . . . 
Also let 
yj/‘(X,) = j (hjl“(X,, u))’ F(du) - E(h”‘(X,, n X m+ IN2 
(Zc { 1, 2, . ..) m}, 111 =j- 1) (2djdk); 
h”‘(X,, u) := h”‘( ) n nU, n .Y y”‘(X,) .= 0. 
6~j’(X,; X,) := j (h;‘(X,, u)) h;‘(X,, u) F(du) 
(1.25) 
(2,<i<j<k, (Zl=i-1, IJI=j-l), 
6;“(X,; 4) s iS;“(X,) := j- h:‘(u) h;‘(X,, u) F(du). 
For the following theorem hj;” are not necessarily of the form (1.24). 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that, for each j, hy’ is symmetric and satisfies 
assumptions 
(B,) (A,) with k=j; 
(B,) njE(h”‘(X ,,...,xj))‘+Dj (l<j<k); 
(W nl’“J1’24’j)(X,)y~‘(X~)~Oforj-l <IZu.ZI <2j-3,Zn.Z#@ 
(2<j<k); ’ 
683/43/2-IO 
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(W ,II,uJ1u~z~J21+2~~lri’j)(~~,; XJ,) d:“(X,; X,) + 0 for I, ZJ,, 
Z,#J,, jZ,(=IZ,I=i-1, IJ,J=/J21=j-1, and each index in Z,uZ,u 
J1 u J, occurring at least twice among I,, J1, Z,, Jz; 
(B,) n(‘/2)1u~=~=11~f+1/2 (Enf=, h(;“(XI~,Xm+,)1”2-+0 for lZ,l =j- 1 
(i= 1, 2, 3,4), each index in U:=, Zi occurring at least twice among 
ZI,Z2,Z,, 14. 
Then 
( 
c hLk’(Xi, 3 ...> X,)3 C 
hck- “(X. n 119 . . .T xik-l)2 ...9 
1sil-c <ik<n IGil< <ik-lGn 
1 h!?(X,,)) 
l<il<n 
converges in distribution to N(0, diag(fl,/2!, . . . . Pk/k!)). 
Proof: Fix (c,, . . . . ck) E Rk. The martingale array 
~~il<~<~~~h~)(X,,,...,X,):m=k,k+l,..,n} 
has quadratic variation 
dpqx,; x J) 
m=k i,j=l ((I,J):1I1=i~l,IJI=j-I} 
= je, c; ik 7 J (hl;“(L 4)* Ftdu) 
+ f cicj i c 6y(x,; X,). (1.26) 
i,j=l m=k I#J 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the expectation of the first sum on the right 
goes to ~~=r c,“bj/j! and its variance goes to zero (since the variance goes 
to zero for each j), by (B3). The expectation of the second sum on the right 
is zero. Therefore, it is enough to prove the convergence to zero of 
E 
( 
i c 6;j’(X,; X,) ’ 
m=k I#3 > 
= i c E @j)(X,,; X,,) c!$“(X,~; X,). (1.27) 
m,m’=k Il#J,.I2#J2 
An expectation on the right is zero if each index in I, v J1 v I2 v J2 does 
not occur at least twice among I,, J1, Z2, J2. Thus (1.27) goes to zero, by 
(B4). It remains to check the Lindeberg condition 
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I? 
m=k 
E[( Ik Cj{, 
j=l c 
:,$,,,~~hy’(X,,X,,,)})* 
, . . 
.l ~I~,c,~.,~'~(X,.x,+,~I~El 1 -+O tlE > 0. (1.28) n 
BY (B2)t 
ksi<,P 
(I 
i cjChj(“(X,,Xm+l )I >+O(n-1). (1.29) 
. . j=l I 
Using the Schwarz inequality it is then enough to prove that 
E h jC’(X,, Xm + 1 + 0. (1.30) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, (1.30) follows from (B,). 1 
COROLLARY 1.4. Assume conditions (1 t(5) of Corollary 1.2. In addition, 
assume that a measurable function g,,(x) is given which satisfies 
(6) Eg,(X,) =O, (7) n&$(X,)-+a< 00, (8) nEd(Xl)+O, and (9) n3E(fg,(u) 
h,(X,, u) F(du))2 + 0. 
Then (Cy=, g,(X,), x1 Gi<jGn h,(X,, Xi)) converges in distribution to 
Nc3, ct ;*I,. 
The next result is Theorem 2.2 in Jammalamadaka and Janson [6]. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let h,(x, y) be symmetric, h,(x, y) andg,(x) measurable. 
Assume (i) Eg,(X) = Eh,(x, Y) = 0, (ii) sup, Ign(x)I -+ 0, (iii) nEgi(X) + a, 
(iv) n*Ehf(X, Y) --, B, (v) SUP,,~~ IUx, y)l -, 0, (vi) n SUP, E Mx, Y)I --f 0. 
Then (CI= 1 gn(Xi), Cl <i-zj<n hn(Xi, Xj)) + N((ih CZ &II 
Proof. Of conditions (l)-(9) of Corollary 1.4 (and Corollary 1.2), the 
verification of only (3), (4), and (9) is nontrivial. To verify (3) write, using 
(iv)-(vi), 
E h;(X,, u) F(du) * = E j lh,,\3’2 Ih,1112 F(du))* 
> ( 
< E 
0 
MX,, UN’ J’(du). j MX, vu)1 F(du) 
= o(n -l,Ej- Ih,W,> u)13 F(du) 
= o(n-*) = o(n-‘). (1.31) 
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For (4), observe that 
E jk(G 
( > 
2 
u) UX2, u) F(du) 
=EUJ-1, ~,)h,(~,, X,1 kW3, X4) .h,(X,, X,)=O(~-~), (1.32) 
using Lemma 2.3 (case (b)) in [6]. Finally, with M,(X,) := SUP.~ Ih,(x, X,)1, 
(s > 
2 
E g,(u) hn@-,, u) F(du) 
= E k,V,) hn(X,, X3) gn(J’2) UJ-,, x2)) (1.33) 
~~ECg~(X,)M,(X,)M,(X2)+g~(X2)M,(X,)M,(X,)1=o(n-3). 
2. INTERPOINT DISTANCES AND POISON ~-CLUSTERS (k= 2) 
Let cp be a real valued function on Rd which is symmetric; i.e., 
q(x)= cp( -x). Let X, (n > 1) be i.i.d with values in Rd and common 
density p with respect to Lebesgue measure on R? Let r,, (n 2 1) be a 
sequence of positive constants which converge to zero. Write 
cp,(x) := cpblr,), 
(2.1) 
Below a.e. means almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure, 
while U.S. stands for almost surely with respect to the underlying probability 
measure. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (C,) ~$0, cpeL’(Rd, dx)nL4(Rd,dx), (C,)PE 
L’(R“, dx), (C,) r, -+ 0, n2rf+ 00. 
(a) Zf, in addition to (C,t(C,), j rp #O andp is not constant a.e., then 
S,f9, converges in distribution to the standard normal law N(0, 1). 
(b) If, in addition to (Cl,), (C,), p is constant a.e., or j cp = 0, and 
(C,) ntf + 0, then S,/tl, converges in distribution to N(0, 1). 
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Proof Write 
h,(x,1.):=~[(.(~)-P.)-(~“(x)-~~)-(I(n(~)-l(n)], (22) 
. g,(x) := y (/in(x) - /.&), u, := s,/e,, 
n 
so that 
var U, = 1, (2.3) 
=tl; n(n - 1)2 (p (2.4 
n 
Also write 
s?; := n(n - l)* E(&(Xi) -pL,)2= e;nEg;(X,), (2.5 
so that 
e;=e; ; 
0 
a2 
Eh~(x,,x*)+h;, $1 
” 
Let n’ (n 2 1) be a sequence of integers such that 
for some CI E [0, 11. Then 
-j-+cI 
8 n’ 
Eh;.(x,, X2) -+ 1 - ct, n'*Eh;@-,, X,)-+B:=2(1-a). (2.8) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
We will verify the hypothesis of Corollary 1.4 for the sequence (h,,, g,,) 
(n > 1). From now on we drop the prime (‘) from II and assume (without 
loss of generality) that (2.7), (2.8) hold for all n, since the final assertion 
concerning S,,/0,. does not depend on the value IX. 
The assumptions (l), (2), (7) of Corollary 1.4 are automatically satisfied 
here. In order to verify the remaining hypotheses, write 
and note that 
P,,(X) = rf j” do) Ax - urn) do> (2.9) 
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A= ~,tx)~(x)dx=rZf s ss cptv) P(X - u n) P(X) dv do 
=r I s CP(U)(P * S)(vr,J dv 
=rd(l(P(u)dv)(Ipl(X)dx)tl+o(l)), (2.10) 
where p(x) =p( - x). The last relation in (2.10) is a consequence of the fact 
that p *g is bounded and continuous (since its Fourier transform 
g(t) fi( - 5) is integrable), and p *p(O) = j p*(x) dx. Also, from (2.9), and 
writing e(v)= Idv)I/.f Id, fkfWl)=ridj (lcp(v)p(x-vr,)dv)*p(x)dx, 
so that 
&4X1 I- rZ (j v(v) d$p’tx) dxl 
<?(f Idv)l do)‘, [I I&- vr,) -p(x)1 $tv) dv *p(x) dx. 1 (2.11) 
Now, by Holder’s inequality, 
Mx- vr,) -p(x)1 tit”) dv *P(x) dx 1 
G ss (p(x - urn) -p(x))’ tit”) p(x) dx dv 
j- IP(x- vr,) -p(x)i3 dx)2’3 (s p’(x) dx)lf3 dv -+ 0, (2.12) 
since the map y-+p,(x)~p(x+y) is continuous on Rd into L3(R’, dx), 
so that one may divide the range of integration of u into { JuI GM}, 
{lul >M}, and let M + co to get the desired convergence. Hence, from 
(2.11) and (2.12), 
E&X,) = rt (j ,tuPv~ j p’(x) dx( 1 + o( 1)). (2.13) 
Similarly, since cp E L’ and p E L5, 
Epi( Xl ) = ri’ 
N 
rptv) ptx - vr,) du 
> 
3 p(x) dx 
=r~d(/(ptu)dv)3(~p4tx)dx)(1+D(I)), 
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Arguing in the same manner and using q E L*, p E L’, one gets 
=rd(j~*(u)dC.)(jP*ol)4y) (1+0(l)), 
cp(v)p(x-(w+v)r,)dv 2p(x)dx 
(2.14) 
~(jv(~)v(~)p(4d~)2 
2 
3d 
= I,, cp(v) cp(u - WI P(X, + urn) do pbI - wrdp(x,) dx, dw 
<?(I IduN dv)*jj(j cp2(v - w) P*(x, + urn) Ii/(v) dv 
XP(XI - wr,)p(xt) dx, dw 
&(j Mv)l do) 
X ip4(xI +vrn)+tp4(xI -wrm)+ap4(x,) dx, 1 1 
x ‘p2(v - w) I/?(U) dv dw 
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It follows from (2.10), (2.13), (2.14) that 
e:=(~)i+(~)- ~L,-((C1,(XI)-~~)-(~~(X*)-ll,) 2 1 
+ n(n - 1)” %4I(XI I- AJ2 
=(4)rd[(fW2(U)du)(Sp2(X)dx)](l+o(l)) 
+n(n- 1)2Yi 
D 
P3(X)dX- ( x x)2](j(P(u)du)2(I+oo). jP2( )d 
(2.15) 
Suppose p(X,) is not constant a.s. Then sp’(x) dx=Ep2(X,)> 
(EP(X,))~ = (jp’(x) d~)~. It then follows from (2.15) that there are positive 
constants ci (i= 1,2) such that 
c n2rd < 82 1 n “9 c n3rzd<e2 2 ” “. (2.16) 
Now, from (2.10)-(2.15), 
=r?(jdv)do)l[j p’(x) dx - 4 j p”(*) dx jp2(x) dx 
+ 6 jb3(x) dx ~PZ( ) d ( x f-3 (jp2Wx)l] (1+41)), 
nEg4(X1) = 0 - 1)” ~(Aul) - PJ” 
n 
0: 
= O(n(n - 1)4 rfd/n2(n - 1)4 rf$ = 0 
0 
1 -b 0, 
n 
and condition (8) of Corollary 1.4 is verified. Also, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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by (C,), which verifies assumption (5) of Corollary 1.2 (and of 
Corollary 1.4). Next, 
> 
2 
n3E h;(X,, u)p(u) du 
+/W-J + d(u) + ~5 } ) P(U) du 
4(egj=o(g+o)+o. (2.19) 
This verifies condition (3) of Corollary 1.2 (and Corollary 1.4). In order to 
verify condition (9) of these corollaries observe that (see (2.14) and (2.16)) 
> 
2 
n3E g,(u) k&f, 9 u) P(U) du 
= 
n’(n- 1)2 E 
c (s 
Mu)-P”) [v (F) 
1 > 
2 -PAX,) - K (U) + P, P(U) du 
(2.20) 
Finally, condition (4) of the corollaries is verified by the estimate 
(see (2.14)) 
> 
2 
n4E k,W,, u) k,V2, u)p(u) du 
= O(rf) + 0. (2.21) 
This proves part (a). For part (b), note that only the first relation in (2.16) 
is valid if X, has a uniform distribution. This only affects the estimates 
(2.17) and (2.20). Here replace the estimate dry of 0: by n4rid, so that 
(s > 
2 
nEgi(X,) = O(nrF), n3E g,(u) kWl, u) P(U) du = WrZd), 
which go to zero by assumption (C,). 
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Thus (Cig,(Xi), xi+ h,(Xi, Xi)) converges in distribution to N((z), 
[t ,&J). This implies that U,,. converges in distribution to N(0, 1). 1 
Remark 2.1.1. In the special case q(x) = l,,,, G r) and p nonconstant, 
it is enough to assume PE L2 in Theorem 2.1(a). This follows from 
Theorem 2.1 in [6] and some arguments on pp. 1356-1357 in [6]. 
Theorem 2.1 in [6 3 in turn follows from Theorem 2.2 in [6], which is the 
same as our Corollary 1.5. 
Remark 2.1.2. Suppose p E L2. If n2rf -+ 0 then, writing SL := 
Cl si<jGn cp((X,- Xj)/r,), ES; = (‘;) ,u,, -+ 0 by (2.10). Hence SL converges 
to zero in probability if cp > 0. In the case q(x) = 1 f ,X, G i j it has been shown 
by Silverman and Brown [9] that if n2rz + c1 E (0, co), then S:, converges in 
law to the Poisson distribution with mean iclod f p’, where wd is the 
volume of the unit ball in Rd. 
Remark 2.1.3. Let PE L5, p *JJ Lipschitzian, q(x) = q( -x), q E 
L’n L4, 1 cp = 1, 5 [VI Iq(u)l du< co. A kernel density estimator p, of 
p is p,(x) = (nrf’ C q((Xi-x)/r,). An estimator of n(p) :=jp2 is 
72 .=n -’ Cp,(Xj) = 2(n2rf)-’ x1 <i<j<n V((Xi--jYr,) + WY’ cP(O). In 
&is case Jo,, = Eq((X, -X2)/m) = rfjp2 + O(rid), so that Efi, =jp2 + 
(nrf)-’ cp(O)+O(r,d). Also, var 72, =4(n4rid)-’ [(l ‘p2 jp2) $n2rf(l +0(l))+ 
n3r~d{~p3-(fp2)2}(1 +0(l))]. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if p is 
nonuniform, n2rf -+ co, and nri --t 0, then [fi, -jp2 - (nrf)-’ cp(O)]/y, --+ 
N(0, l), where y2,=2(n2rf)-1Jfp2.jp2+4n~1(jp3-(jp2)2}. If, in addi- 
tion, nry2 -+ 0, then the above conclusion holds, irrespective of whether p 
is uniform or not. 
For a different application, let v, denote the number of pairs of points 
in [--a, ald of a homogeneous Poisson random field on Rd having a unit 
intensity with respect to Lebesgue measure that are within a unit distance 
from each other. For convenience we take the distance for this application 
to be 
d(x,y)=max(lx’-y’l:l<i<d} (x=(x’,..., xd),y=(yl ,..., y”)). (2.22) 
THEOREM 2.2. As a + co, 
v II - 2= lad( 1 - 1/4a)d 2 
2d- 1/2ad/2 - N(0, 1+2d+l). 
Proof: Conditionally given the number N, of points in [--a, a]“, the 
distribution of these points is the same as that of N, independent random 
variables Yj (1 <j< N,) with a common distribution which is uniform on 
[--a, aId. 
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In this case, writing Xi= Yj/a, 
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v, = = c q ( yi’al;a~‘a), (2.23) 
1 Ciij<N, 
where 
dx-Y)=qd(.~,,,.l}. (2.24) 
Note that Y,/a (1 < i < N,) are (conditionally, given N,) i.i.d. uniform on 
C- 1, ll’, so that p(~)=2-~1~~(~~,~,~ r). Also, 
pN,:=E(va) NJ= 7 
( > 
P(d( Yl 3 Y,) < 1). 
Now d( Y,, Y,) d 1 if and only if 1 Yi, - Y’,l < 1 for all i = 1, . . . . d. But the 
distribution of Yi, - Yi has the triangular density on [-2a, 2~1. Therefore 
P(d(Y,, Y,)<l)= l- (2;;;)2y=-$( 1--$-)“, (225) 
E(va,NJ=(g-$(l-$)d. . 
Using (2.15), 
S~~=(~)~2d(~)(l+0(l))=(~)~~d(l+f41)) as N,+co. 
(2.26) 
Also, N,/(~u)~ + 1 a.s. as a + co, by the law of large numbers, so that 
Nia-d+ co a.s., N,apZd + 0 a.s. Thus, by (triangular array version of) 
part (b) of Theorem 2.1, 
v, - (p) a-*( 1 - 1/4a)d 
JcG= 
5 N(0, 1) as a-+co. (2.27) 
Since 
(:)apd/(yaed)+ 1 a.s., 
(2.27) yields 
v, - (2) apd( 1 - 1/4a)d 
2d- 1/2ad/2 5 N(0, 1) as a-+co. (2.28) 
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Now, by the classical central limit theorem, 
N, - (2~2)~ 
2d/2a”2 -f% N(0, 1) as a--a. (2.29) 
Since the conditional limit in (2.28) does not depend on the conditioning 
sequence ((N,: a > 1 }), (2.28), (2.29) yield 
N, - (2~)~ v, - (2) a-“( 1 - 1/4~)~ 
2&Z@ ’ 2d- liZad/ 
> 
-%N((i),[i y]) as a--+co. 
Now 
(2.30) 
(2a)~‘((~)-2) (2a)-2d 
= (2a)d” (s)(2a)e2d{(l-$--)-I]+0 a.s.as a-co (2.31) 
and, by (2.29) and Taylor expansion off(x) = x2 around EN,(~u)-~= 1, 
(~cI)~~~(&-I)‘I N(O,4). 
Hence 
- 2d- Wad12 -+ N(O,2”+ ‘). (2.32) 
From (2.28) and (2.32) the desired results follows. i 
3. INTERPOINT DISTANCES AND POISSON ~-CLUSTERS (k2 3) 
Let cp be a function on Rd as in Section 2, and let 
f,(x, 3 ... . Xk) =1,z,k cp (7) (3.1) 
where r,, is a sequence of positive numbers, r,, + 0. Define py’, cpy’, $y’, 
h(j) ” ) y(i) d(i,i) n, ” as in (1.20)-(1.25). We assume cp EL’(R’, dx) n 
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L2k’kp1)(Rd, dx) and PE L4’k-1)+1(Rd, dx)= L4k-3(Rd, dx). Then, for 
r = 2, 3,4, 
E(/(k’(&, . . . . xk))r 
n 
I <i<jGk 
p(X,) . ..p(Xk) dX, . ..dX. 
=(I:)“-‘jj...j( n cp’(vi+ui+,+ ... +uj) 
l<i<j<k-I > 
xp(x,+(v,+ ‘.’ +uk-l)rn)p(xk+(u2+ “. +uk-l)r,) 
“.p(xI,+uk~Ir,)p(Xk)dul du,...dv,~, dX, 
[ 
xi-xi+, 
v, = ,l<i<k--1 
rn 1 
-=(rf,*‘[jj...j( fl ‘p’(Vi+Ui+l+ ... +Vj) dUl...dukpl 
l<i<j<k-1 1 
. 
s 
pk(xk) dxk + O(r$k ~ ‘. (3.2) 
Also, for 1 <j 6 k - 1, r = 2, 3, 4, one similarly obtains 
1 
r 
xP(xj+l) . . ‘p(xk) dxj+ 1 . . . dXk P(Xl)P(x,)..‘P(xj)dx,.‘.dxj 
= (,.f)r(k-i)+i- 1 
rI @(Vi, + . . . + v;,) 
l<ilCi*<j-1 > 
. 
[j j-I 
. . . l-I (P(Ui, + . . + Vi,) 
1 < il aj, 
jGiz<k-1 
X { 
r rI cp(u;,+ ... +ui2) dvj...dvk_, 
j+l<i~<i~<k-I 1 
xdu,dv2~~~dvj-, r(k--j)+j(Xj) &, 
> 
+ o((rz)r(k-j)+.j- 1). (3.3) 
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It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that there are constants c~,~ (r= 2, 3, 4, 
1 <j < k) such that 
E@:‘W,, . . . . x,))k=Ck,,(r,d)k-‘+O(r,d)k-l, 
E(p”‘(X n I, . . . . x,))‘= ~~,J/)~(~-i)+j-1 + o((rf)r(k-j)+j- 1) (1 <j< k), 
p, = c,(r,“)“-’ + o((cy’), (3.4) 
where 
co= (If s . . . n qJ(oi+ui+~ + ..’ -tUj)dU, . ..du.-, 
I<igj<k-I 
)( jpk(-d df). 
(3.5) 
From (3.4) we get (see (1.20)) 
var q (j)( X, n , . . . . X.) = c. J (rd)2kpj--l J,2 n + o((r;)‘“-j- ‘) O<j<k), 
var qy’(X,) = (c,,* - ci)(~,d)*~-* + o((T,~)*~-~), 
var +“)(X ” 13 . . . . q= ((k3!)2 n 
2(k-j)(rci)2k-j-1 
(3.6) 
+ o(n 2(k-j)(#)Zk-j- 1) (2 <j,<k), 
var II/:‘) = ‘I,* - ’ i 
((k - l)!)* 
n2(k-“(r~)2k-2 + o((nr,d)2k-2). 
Similarly, there are nonnegative constants c(Z, J), such that 
E j- (cL?(X,, u))“P(u) du 
{ ii 
1 (ptl“(X,, u))‘p(u) du 
I 
+I, ~)(~34(k--i)+IW+ I +O((r~)4(k-j)+Ilu~I+~) 
(14 = I4 =j- 11, j22, (3.7) 
and there exist constants c(Z,, J,, I,, J2) such that 
1 P?)(&,, u) ~?(x.r,, u)p(u) du 
ii 
f P%G,, u) &W,, u)p(u) du 
1 
= WI, Jl, r2, J2)(rn) d 4k--i~-j~-~z--j~+II1vJ~uI~uJ2~+1 
+ a term of smaller order in rz (Z,ZJ,,~,#J*). (3.8) 
In the same manner, there are constants c’(Z, , I,, Z3, Z,) such that 
Eifil ~~~~(X,,,~,+,)=c’(Z,,Z2,Z,,Z4)(r~)4~k~-j~+’f’”’2”‘3”‘41 
+ a term of smaller order in rf. (3.9) 
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In order to verify the hypotheses (B3)-(B5) of Theorem 1.3 we actually 
need the relations (3.4)-(3.9) for cpf) in place of pf) (see (1.20)). For this 
purpose consider I, c Z, J, c J in (3.7) and observe that 
E 
(I 
(P:‘(&,, 4)’ P(U) du 
1-I 
j bf’)(X.,,, ~1)’ P(U) du 
I 
d 2(k--il)+2(k--jl)+Il1uJ1I+l_ = W,) _ O((rf)4(k-j)+ VuJl+ 1, (3.10) 
if either Z1 is a proper subset of Z, or J, is a proper subset of J. To see this 
check (by induction) that if A i c B, (i = 1, 2, . . . . s), then 
i$ll IAil - ( ir Ai1 G i PiI - / ii Bil. (3.11) 
i=l i=l i= 1 
The only other terms that need to be considered are of the form 
E 
I 
p”‘(X,, u) p”“(X u)p(u) du n n II ’ 
3 
.{~p~‘(x~,u)p”“(X,,,u)p(u)d~ , 
I 
(3.12) 
where I,, J, are proper subsets of Z, J, respectively. Now (3.12) is of the 
order 
O((r,) d 2(k-j)+(k-i,)+(k-jl)+IluJl+l 
_ )-~((r~)~(~-j)+Il~~I+l). (3.13) 
It now follows that 
E j- (cpj;“(X,, 4)‘p(4 du 
i N 
(cp!?CL ~1)’ P(U) du 
I 
=c(z,J)(r~)4(k-j)+IfuJl+1 +O((r~)4(k--i)+IfuJI+1). (3.14) 
In an analogous manner one may get (in place of (3.8)). 
E j rpf”(X,, , u) &“CC,, , u) p(u) du 
1 I I 
. cp?‘(V2, u) (~1(2’(X,, U)P(U) du 
I 
= C(Z,, JI, I,, J,)(r,,) d 4k - il -.il - i2 - j2 + 111 v JI u 12 u JlI + I 
+ a term of smaller order in rf U,fJ,,Z,#J,), (3.15) 
where the constants C may be different from the constants c in (3.g), since 
in general the little “oh” in (3.13) becomes a big “oh” for the corresponding 
term in (3.15). Finally, the analogue of (3.9) is 
Eifil cpy’(X,,, X,,,) = C’(Z,, I,, I,, Z4)(r~)4(k~-j)+I'~v'2uf~u'4~ 
+ a smaller order term in rf. (3.16) 
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We are now ready to prove a generalization of Theorem 2.1 for arbitrary 
k>2. Letf, be as in (3.1), pL,=Ef,(X,, . . . . X,). As in (2.1) write 
s, := c (fAXi,> xi,, ...> Xi,) - P”)l 
I 6 ii -c i* < c ik < n 
e; := var S,. 
Let L’ denote the Banach space L’(Rd, dx). 
Consider the assumptions 
(D1) cp~L’nL~+-l), cl,,-cc,z>O, ck,*>O. 
(D2) The density p of X, belongs to L4k-3. 
(D3) rn -+O, rzk(rt)kpl + co. 
(D;) CJML’C-JL*~‘~-‘), C1,2-C;=0, c,,,>o. 
P;) n2k-3(rf)2k-2 -+ 0. 
(3.17) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k > 2. 
(a) If (D1), (D2), (D3) hold then p is not constant a.e., and S,/tl, 
converges in distribution to the standard normal law N(0, 1). 
(b) If (D;), (D3), (D;) hold, then S,/e,, converges in distribution to 
the standard normal law. 
ProoJ (a) As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 choose a sequence of 
integers n’ (n > 1) such that 
(sy)*/e2 n + ot, (1 <:j<k) (a1 + ... +a&= l), (3.18) 
where (Sy))’ is defined in (1.23) and equals (see (3.6)) 
(Sjl))‘= var $y’(X,, . . . . xi) 
Cj,zn 
Zk-j 
= 
j!((k -j)!)’ 
(r,d)2k-jp1 (1+0(l)) (2<j<k), 
(3.19) 
2k-1(rt)2k-2 (1+0(l)), 
e; = i (syq2. 
j=l 
Note that c,,,acg with equality if (EP~~-‘(X,))~= (EP~-‘(X,))~, i.e., if 
p(X,) = constant a.s. The latter condition means X, has the uniform 
distribution on a set of positive Lebesgue measure. 
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As before, since the argument does not depend on the particular 
sequence of integers chosen (or the particular limit points), we drop the 
prime from our notation below. 
To verify hypothesis (B,) of Theorem 1.3, write (see (1.20)-(1.25) for 
notation, and use (3.14)) 
&,,lX,) Yn(X,) = wn 4(k-j) (34 ,.d 4(k-~)+lluJl+l~ / .I( .I (3.20) 
By (3.19), since ck,* >O there exists a constant c,>O such that 
0: > cknk(rf)k ~ ‘, (3.21a) 
and if c,.~-- ci > 0, there exists a constant cI > 0 such that 
e2>c n2kp1(rf)2kp2. n’ 1 (3.21b) 
From (3.20) and (3.21a), 
n”“J’+2Ey,(X,) y,(X,) = 0 
(nr~)lIuJI+3k-4j+2 
nk(rf)k-’ > 
(3.22) 
which goes to zero for every subsequence n” such that n”r$ is bounded, 
since the exponent of nrf in the numerator in nonnegative and 
nk(rz)k-’ --t cc by (D3). For a subsequence n” such that n”r$ + co, use 
(3.21b) and IZuJI <2j- 3 to see that the left side of (3.22) is 
O((nr~)l’uJ’+4-4jr~),0, (3.23) 
since the exponent of nrf in (3.23) is nonpositive. Thus (B,) is verified. 
To verify (B4) use (3.15) and (3.21b) to get 
E &(U(x, ; x ) (yiJ’(X . x n I JI II 12 ’ J2 
) 
4k-2i-2j d 4k-2i-2j+~I~uJ~uI~vJ~~fl 
(r,) 
= O(n 2-2i-2j(r~)~2i~2j+I/~uJ~v1~vJ~1+5). (3.24) 
Since 11, u J1 u Z2 u J21 d i+.i-- 2, if for a subsequence of integers nrz goes 
to infinity, 
n~‘~~J~“~~~Jzl+2~~~~~(~,,~~J,)~~.j~(~,,~~J~) 
~~((nr~)l~~~J~u~~uJ~1+4-22i-2jr~)--,~~ (3.25) 
Note that the exponent of nrf in nonpositive. If a subsequence of nrf is 
bounded, then use (3.21a) to see that for this subsequence the right side in 
the first relation in (3.24) goes to zero. 
683/43/2-11 
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TO verify (B,), assume first that nrt (or some subsequence) is bounded. 
Use (3.9) and (3.21a) to get 
n’l12’1”“‘2u13Ur41+1/2 E 
{ I 
fi gw+b,, X,,,) “2 
i=l Ii 
d (1/2)~1~uI2uI~u141+2(k-j)+1/2 
< c (nr,) (rt) - ‘I2 
. 
nk( rf)k - I 
d (1/2))I~uI2uI~uI4~+k-2j+1/2 = c(nr,) (r,d)“* 
d (1/2)(j-l)+k-2j+1/2 
< c’(nr,) (r,) -c (nr,d)k-C3/2)i (rf)“’ d l/2- i 
< qn,.f)k - (-W)k (,.f)‘P = c”(nk(r;)(k- O-112 + 0, (3.26) 
by (D3). If nrf (or some subsequence) + co, then use (3.9) and (3.21b) to 
get the left side of (3.26) bounded above by 
d (1/2)/11uIzvf3u14/+2(k-j)+1/2 
c (4 (rf)p1f2 
n2k-l(rf)2k-2 
6 cj(nrd)j - I- U + 312 
n 
(rt)li2 = c”(& -j+ II2 (rz)‘l’ + 0. (3.27) 
(b) In this case cl,2 - cz = 0, so that (3.21b) does not hold. Instead of 
the argument leading to (3.23) for nri going to infinity, use (3.22) together 
with IZu .Zl < 2j- 3, to get 
L.S. of (3.22) = O(n2(k-j)-1(r~)2(k--j)) 
= 0 (n 2k-,(,.cf,‘k-2) +o (3.28) 
by (D;). The next place where the estimate (3.21b) is used is (3.24) for a 
subsequence of integers such that nrf+ cc. Using (3.21a) instead, the facts 
that Z,#.Z1, Z2#J2, and 
IZ,uJ,uZ2uJ21<i+j-2, 2i + 2j 2 6, (3.29) 
the left side of (3.25) is of the order 
0 (nII~uJ~u12uJ21+2+4k-2i-2j-2k d I1~uJ1uI~v/2~+1+4k-2i-2j-2k+2 
. b-J 1 
= O((&)2k-‘-j rz) = O(,2k-3(f32k-2) --f 0, (3.30) 
by (D;). Finally, for a subsequence such that nr,d + cc we need to show 
that the left side of (3.26) -+ 0. By (3.26) this is of the order 
d (1/2)/f~ui~uI3uf~~+k-2j+i/2 
O((nr,) (rY2) 
= O((nrf)k-j- V2 (r,d)‘12) = O((nr~)k-1-‘/2 (r,d)‘l’) 
= O(n k-3/2(rf)k-‘) -h 0, (3.31) 
by P;). I 
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Note that the hypotheses (Dz), (D;) of Theorem 3.1(b) hold if X, are 
i.i.d. uniform on some set B of positive Lebesgue measure in Rd and nrf is 
bounded away from zero and infinity. Theorem 3.1 therefore leads to the 
following generalization of Theorem 2.2. Again consider a homogeneous 
Poisson randon field on Rd with unit intensity, and consider the distance 
(2.22). We say that k points {x1, x2, . . . . xk) in Rd form a Poisson k-cluster 
if d(x,,xj)< 1 for each pair (i,j). Let v, (k) denote the number of Poisson 
k-dusters in [ -a, a]“, for a > 0, i.e., 
,,(k) = (I c 1 {d(Yj.Yj.)blVj,,j’=il.i2 ,.._, ik)’ (3.32) 
1 d il < i2 < -C ik C N, 
where Y,, Y,, . . . . Y, is an enumeration of the N,, say, points of the 
random field in [ --a, aId. 
THEOREM 3.2. As a + co, there exists a positive constant c such that 
vj/‘- kd(k!)-’ (2a)d (1 - (k - 1)/2ka)d 2dk2 + 2d 
cati + N O9 ’ + (k!)zC2 > 
’ 
The constant c2 is given in (3.52) below. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, conditionally given N,, the 
distribution of the N, points is the same as that of a random sample of size 
N, from the uniform distribution on [-a, aId. Consider then such a 
sample Yj (1 <j< N,). Then Xi := Yj/a (1 <j< N,) are i.i.d. uniform on 
the d-cube [ - 1, I] “, and 
,,W) = a c f(axi,, aXiz, -., ax,), (3.33) 
1 < il < i2 < < ik c N, 
where 
(3.34) 
Write 
,dk) := E(va’ ( NJ, I.3 of = var(vp) 1 N,). (3.35) 
Then (the triangular array version of) Theorem 3.1 and the law of large 
numbers imply 
V(k)-pw) n a -N(O, 1) 
6, 
(3.36) 
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in distribution as a -+ co. Now 
E(v~' 1 N,) = 
NO 
( > 
k P(d(Xi* xj)<iVl <i<j<k) (3.37) 
The probability on the right side equals 
P(x~:~-x~:;$b= 1,2, . ..) d), 
aJ 
(3.38) 
where Xi{: is the kth order sfatistic (i.e., the maximum) of the jth coor- 
dinates XI” (1 <j < d) of the random vectors Xi, and X$ is the first order 
statistic (i.e., the minimum). Because of independence of the coordinates of 
X,, (3.38) equals 
Now the probability within parentheses above is 
P 
=,k-;k-l(‘-$+)T 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
so that 
Wtk’ I Nal=(~)(&~&d( 1 +)” (3.41) 
We next provide a direct calculation of the conditional variance of vi’), 
given N,. Now by (3.33) 
var(v, ‘k) ( N,) = NO 
i > 
k varf(aX,, aX,, . . . . aX,) 
ftaXl ” -? axi, axk + 1, . . . . aX,k- j)) (3.42) 
since there are i( y)( ?I;)( ?I,!) p airs of summands in (3.33) with exactly 
j common arguments aXi. Now 
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qlax,, . . . . aX,)f(aX,, . . . . QXj, ax,, , , . . . . ax,,-,) 
= P d(X,, X;,)<i 
( 
V(i,i’jc{l,2 ,..., k}andV(i,i’)c(1,2, . . . . j,k+l,..., 2k-j) 
> 
= 
[! 
P \X)‘)--X)!)) <kV{i, i’}c (1,2, . . . . kj 
>I 
d 
andV{i,i’}c{l,2 ,..., j,k+l,k+2 ,..., 2k-j} . (3.43) 
Assume2~j~k-2.WriteM:=max(X~1’:1~i~j},m:=(X~L’:l~i~j}, 
V:=max{X~“:j+ 1 <iGk}, U:=min{X~“:j+ 1 <i<k}. Then the con- 
ditional probability of the event within parentheses in (3.43), given M = J 
and m = x, is the square of the following expression, if - 1 d x < y < x + 
l/a < 1 and y > - 1 + l/u: 
P(xdUd V<y)+P y-i< u<x< v<y 
( > 
+P x<U<y<V<x+~ +P 
( a > ( 
U<V<x<ytU+~ 
a > 
+P 
( 
U<x<y<ViU+~ +P(x<y<U<V) 
) 
(3.44) 
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The remaining cases, (i) -1 <x<y< -1+ l/a, (ii) 1- l/a<x<y< 1, 
yield negliglible probabilities in comparison to (3.44). 
Now if a(x, y) denotes the left side of (3.44), the probability in (3.43) is, 
for 2<j<:k-- 1, 
j+2(k-j)+- Pa)- W--i-W(1 +o(1)) as a-+co. 
(3.45) 
For the case j = 1 and k > 2 the probability in (3.43) is easier to calculate 
and is given by 
(2a)-2+-lql+o(l)). (3.46) 
By (3.38)-(3.40), 
JwaX, 9 . . . . aX,)=kd(2a)-(k-‘)d(1 +0(l)) as a+ co. (3.47) 
Therefore, writing the left side as y, 
varf(aX,, . . . . aX,)=y(l -y)=kd(2a)-‘k-“d(1 +0(l)). (3.48) 
Similarly, from (3.43)-( 3.47), 
cov(f(aX,, . .. . axk),f(ax,, . . . . axj, ax,+ 1, . . . . ax,, -j)) 
= (j+2(k-j)+2(k-j)2/(j+ l))d 
x (2a)-(2k-+-)q1 +0(l)) , for 26j<k- 1, 
=k2d-12d(k- 1)(2~)~(~--l)~-’ (1 +0(l)) if j= 1. (3.49) 
Also, by the law of large numbers, for all r, s 
( > 
Nas- r N @.a)“$ (3.50) 
i.e., the ratio of the two sides goes to 1 a.s. as a + co. 
Use (3.48)-(3.50) in (3.42) to get 
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var(vr) 1 NJ 
NC7 = 
( ) 
k kd(2a)-(kP’ql +0(l)) 
(j + 2(k -j) + 2(k -j)‘/(j + 1))” 
= (21)“{g+y (j+2(k-j) 
’ J=2 
+W-A2/(j+ l))“j,(k$)‘2 
.I 
(1+0(l)) 
= c2ad( 1 + o( 1 )), (3.51) 
where 
c2=zd g+y (i+2(k-i)+2(k-j)2/(j+l))di,(kji),2}. 
{ ’ J=2 
(3.52) 
Hence, conditionally given {N,}, 
vbk’-(~)kd(za)-(k-‘)d~ N(o 
cadi 
1) 
, 9 (3.53) 
as. as a --f co. Now, by the classical central limit theorem, the law of large 
numbers, and a Taylor expansion off(x) = xk (with x = N,(~u)-~) around 
x = EN,(~c~-~= 1, 
(2a)42 { (&d)k - I} -% N(0, k2) as a-+co. (3.54) 
Also, 
(2aY’((;)-S) (2a)-kd 
=(2~)~~~(~)(2u)~kd{(1-~)...(l-~)--l)-+Oa.s. (3.55) 
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Combining (3.54), (3.55), 
kd(2a)-‘“-“d-kdk!-‘(2a)d 
cadI2 
2 N(O,$$) 
(3.56) 
From (3.53) and (3.56) the desired convergence follows. 1 
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